
Case Study
GEC ANDERSON PRODUCTS FEATURE AT THE HOLD, SUFFOLK

Special unit with large, shallow sink bowl, lipped edges and stainless
steel base cabinets

The Hold, Ipswich, contains important historical archives, records and artefacts, pertaining to the Suffolk area and is operated by
Suffolk County Council.

An impressive new archive centre, sited on the Ipswich waterfront, has recently been added. Architects, Pringle Richards Sharratt
were responsible for the project and the contstruction was completed by RG Carter. The new facility includes an auditorium,
learning spaces, archive and restoration rooms, gallery, shop, cafe and significant circulatory spaces.

GEC Anderson stainless steel sinks, worktops and cabinets were specified within the conservation areas. The units were supplied
and installed by GEC Anderson during the first lockdown phase of the Covid pandemic of 2020. Despite the obvious difficulties
presented by the restrictions associated with the outbreak, work was able to progress as planned, under the special safety
arrangements imposed by the main contractor.

Managing Director of GEC Anderson, Martin Tye, comments “We do feel fortunate to be included within so many interesting and
imaginative projects, such as The Hold. It is always inspiring to visit site, personally. In this instance, the special challenges of the
times (Covid) did not make our work easier but, under the expert guidance of RG Carter, we felt safe at all times whilst on site.”

Bespoke sink / worktop with integrated
upstand, support legs and front valance

Special unit with large, shallow sink
bowl, lipped edges and stainless steel
base cabinets

Bespoke sink / worktop with integrated
upstand, support legs and front valance

Building: The Hold, Fore Street, Ipswich
Sector: Culture & Arts
Room Type: Laboratories / Clean rooms
Specifier: Pringle Richards Sharratt Limited
Contractor: RG Carter Limited

Founded in England in 1962, GEC Anderson has pioneered the development of made-to-measure stainless steel products. Today,
the company’s range also includes standard and modular stainless steel options. Products include sinks, worktops, cabinets,
shelving, splashbacks, doors and sanitaryware for use in domestic, commercial and specialist environments. All products are
manufactured to ISO 9001 and backed by a comprehensive support service from planning and product specification to installation
and maintenance.
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